
Ninety percent of charitable assets are invested 
without regard for mission. We aim to change that.

Your Impact Account helps you put the 
rest of those assets to work.

A special kind of donor advised fund from 
Impact Foundation provides a streamlined 
way to invest in enterprises that seek social 
& spiritual transformation while earning 
financial return to grow your giving. 

Business can scale to tackle the world’s most difficult issues. God 
chooses business people to work in partnership with Him in the renewal 
of creation.  Business can be a powerful force for good.

Impact goes beyond grants. God designed His economy to run on 
the fuel of our generosity; yet, charity alone cannot solve the world’s 
toughest issues. In many places, a job is more valuable than a handout.

Impact investing multiplies the opportunities for transformation. 
The same dollar of charitable capital can make an impact twice: 
first when invested in a transformational company; then, returns fuel 
future grants and investments.

Nearly $1 Trillion has been set aside for gifts to charity in donor 
advised funds and private foundations. Only 10% is given each year. 

Can investing really make a difference?

What if your investments could change the world?
Put more charitable capital to work for good.

impactfoundation.org
Kansas City  //  Albuquerque  //  Raleigh

913-297-1804



Invest to strengthen families.

Invest to create freedom. 

Invest to bring the good news.

Establish an Impact Account

Recommend Investments

Returns fuel more good

Open your Impact Account (donor advised 
fund) online and make a contribution.

We vet companies, manage 
paperwork, and handle distributions.

Financial returns are available for 
reinvesting or granting to charity.

HOW IT WORKS

Costs 
Our ministry is funded through a 3% Origination assessment at time of 
investment, and the following annual assessment on invested assets:

Under $3M       85bps (0.85%) 
Between $3M to $5M   65bps (0.65%)
Over $5M     40bps (0.40%)

An Impact Account allows you to maximize the impact of  
charitable capital through investments in transformational 
businesses and enterprising charities.

How can Impact Foundation make these kinds of 
investments when other foundations will not? 
Everything about Impact Foundation—from our charitable 
status to the way we operate—is designed to make 
investments in mission-aligned companies. Because it is 
our mission, we can find success where other foundations 
see too much risk. 

How long does it take? 
~one week after we receive documents

Minimum investment 
$25,000 and the minimum origination fee is $1,500

“We invest for compounding impact - lives & communities 
benefitting through the companies we invest in, plus financial 
returns that fuel additional grants and impact investments.”

~ Greg Lernihan, MIGMIR Foundation


